Final Project Code Review Rubric

This is the rubric to assess the weekly check point code review sessions for the final project. This is written in a very open manner due to the differences between projects.

1 Project Progress (40%)
   □ Progress made appropriate to complete project on time including work on using libraries
   □ Progress on Art, Music, and Other resources you need

2 Development Quality (40%)
   □ Good use of checkins and iterative development practice
   □ Appropriate testing completed during development (automatic or manual)
   □ Good problem decomposition into objects and functions as appropriate
   □ Code quality including layout organization and naming
   □ Use and integrate libraries appropriately.
   □ Good use of C++ style

3 Documentation (10%)
   □ Final proposal in PROPOSAL.md with any approved updates added
   □ Development documentation in DEVELOPMENT.md*

4 Presentation & Participation (10%)
   □ Present plan to finish on schedule
   □ Arrived on time with all necessary materials and ready to go
   □ Appropriate pacing and engagement of the fellow students
   □ Engaged and paying attention to other students presentations
   □ Asks questions and/or makes comments that further the discussion*
   □ Explains reasoning for why something is good or bad
   □ Behaves respectfully to moderator and other students